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The market is gradually getting stronger in
some areas, but it is generally flat. There is an
exception in Hungary, where Ericsson got new

k contributors K

projects and is in need of consultants within

Vladimir Beck

the CPI and SW development areas. Linköping
in Sweden is increasing the team with new
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employees as a result of long term market
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Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov

chief executive officer and president

activities in sales and an effort to establish us
as a strong supplier. It’s satisfying to see the
improvement in Linköping as a result of this
entrepreneurial approach. It has been great work
by Erik Svansbo and Johan Edlund.
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utilization is increasing and we will have,
based on the forecast, less than 15 unutilized
employees. The quarterly report, the last one for
Sigma as a public company, shows a profitability
of a slightly increased profit margin for the
whole Sigma Group (7.4%) compared to last year’s

Alexey Stoletny

result (6.9%).
The margin for Information Logistics was 12.0%
(15.9% last year), slightly under the objectives
of >12.5% as a target profit margin. The result is
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acceptable, considering the circumstances we
have faced in the first quarter. We have almost
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kept the team size with 628 FTEs (643 FTEs last year).
photo: victor borgvall
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comments regarding
development per segment

IT &
Management

Information
Logistics

Other
operations

Eliminations

GROUP TOTAL

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

Operating income

257.2

293.5

79.6

99.0

6.9

9.2

-15.4

-19.0

328.3

382.5

Direct costs

-62.7

-76.2

-3.9

-8.8

-1.0

-2.6

8.7

10.8

-58.9

-76.8

Other costs

-178.4

-205.5

-66.2

-74.4

-8.3

-8.2

6.8

8.3

-246.0

-279.8

0.0

0.1

–

–

0.8

0.3

–

–

0.8

0.4

Operating earnings

16.2

11.8

9.6

15.8

-1.6

-1.3

–

–

24.1

26.3

Operating margin, %

6.3

4.0

12.0

15.9

–

–

–

–

7.4

6.9

Share of group income, %

78

76

22

24

100

100

773

847

628

643

1,408

1,498

Other income, incl. ass. companies
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Employees, end of the period
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IT & Management improved their margin to 6.3% (from 4.0%),

and Johan being just an SMS away are a platform for an

which is a significant rise compared to last year. The number

interesting journey for all of us. The undivided focus on

of employees decreased to 773 FTEs (from 847 FTEs).

customers and an aim to become a strong player within the
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Alexander Sitnikov
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See the details in the figure above.

Sigma Kudos replaced by Sigma Technology
As I informed you earlier, Sigma Kudos changes its name to
Sigma Technology, which reflects, on a top level, what our
business is about today. Having one brand going forward
makes the whole of Sigma stronger, and it is easier to
understand Sigma from outside. Technology is not only a
word, but as I see it, an attractive and associative name
within the arena of innovation and technological competition,
suggesting the creation of a better life. The association

like us on facebook

among clients will position us into our sweet spot in the
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market. As already mentioned before in connection with
DANIR, an exclusive ownership of Sigma along with Dan

8

8

–

–

R&D area become highly possible. The “New Sigma” will
be an attractive and broader supplier to the industry with
a strong position in R&D and IS/IT. The Sigma logo will be
updated to visually represent the transformation.

Sigma Connectivity enters the scene
With the Sony development team joining us, we are the
strongest on the market of connectivity. As a supplier, we
will take the customers to the next level of connected reality,
and support them to realize 50 billion connected devices. The
automotive industry is the next hot, hugely potent area to be
connected. Sigma has taken an essential step forward. You
can read more about Sigma Connectivity in the coming issue
of Sigma Technology Outlook.
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From an organizational point of view, the Sigma Group
will consist of three companies on the highest level
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– former Sigma Kudos Information and Logistics as
Sigma Technology, the Sony team as Sigma Connectivity,
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and the IT & Management as IT & Management.
Sigma AB will be the holding company for the larger frame
agreement without other functions or staff. The functions
in Sigma AB will either be moved to each unit mentioned
above or to DANIR. One company might also take the lead
responsibility in an area to avoid overlaps and the sub-

Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

Budapest has become a benchmark
The situation in Budapest has been tough since last
intercompany work at roughly the same time. Six months
later, the situation is solved thanks to a great focus to find
and secure new assignments. I would like to applaud the
management and the team in Hungary for a tremendously
good job. When everything looks dark and hopeless, there is
a need to roll up the sleeves and work hard with the one and
only aim – to be back on track.
The background is that we had 52 FTEs in Hungary in 2012,
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Budapest will still remain one of the best examples I have
seen of regaining footing and a good benchmark for the
organization to learn from.

New office in Eskilstuna
We are opening a new office in Eskilstuna. It will address the
local market for our Embedded Design. I hereby welcome
the new site manager, Fredrik Sunnermark. Fredrik will start
on 13 August. The Eskilstuna office is a part of Sigma Kudos
Engineering Services.

optimizing of functions.

November, when we got an impact from Ericsson, Nokia, and

Igor Lisakov

I’m sure this will be the situation at other sites, too, but

out of which 32–33 FTEs lost their assignments on a short
notice. In the coming month, we are about to be fully utilized
there.
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Overall view at the services within Sigma
Technology
The figure below helps the understanding of the service

is for sure a need for a much more detailed description, with

portfolio of Sigma Technology. It’s an overall view and there

several competences and services getting a full run-down,
for example, CPI.
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Sigma Technology Operations
Specific
competence

Product
Information

Software &
Embedded Design

Information
Management

Smart Shore

Information Design & Supply

R&D and Aftermarket

Technical Writing &
Language

HW/SW Electronics

Information & System
architecture

Software Engineering. Full
Product Lifecycle

System design &
implementation

Agile Multi-Site Development

User Experience

Olesya Khokhoulia

Domain, Solution and
Technology Knowledge

Projects

Design, Development
and Supply of complete
Information Libraries
Telecom Descriptive,
Operational & Reference
information

Alexander Sitnikov

Industry User Manuals

Alexey Stoletny
Customers

Domain, Solution and
Technology Knowledge
Software Development
Processes, Architectures
and Tools

On-board & Off-board
Diagnostics
Repair and Maintenance
HW/SW Development

CMS Implementations
DocFactory, SmartShare
Documentation Arenas

Platform & Application
Development

ODC – Offshore Development
Center
Gaming platforms
Microsoft and Java solutions
Mobile solutions,
app development

Information Strategy

Graphical design

User Guides and Topic-Based
Packages

UI Design. Usability

Ericsson

Volvo Trucks

IKEA

Gtech Group

Volvo

Volvo Buses

Kockums

AT&T

Saab

Volvo Construction
Equipment

IST

Motorola

Gtech Group

SAS

Genera Networks

FormPipe

Incit

ViaPlay

Bamboo Solutions

Incit

GE Healthcare
Metso

all information included in this newsletter is
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Agile SW team

Modularized topic
information management

Software Quality
Management and Testing

Igor Lisakov

like us on facebook

Test & Verification

Global Managed Services

Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli

Diagnostics

Sony

Volvo Cars
Scania
Ericsson

Volvo
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Last week, I participated in the Ericsson BU Networks
Executive Supplier Collaboration Meeting in Kista together
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with Johan Edlund, the manager for Sigma Kudos South. I
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would like to present some highlights from the Collaboration

Attaining Supe
Performing ne

Meeting.
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As a start, I’m happy to say that Ericsson is absolutely

Niklas Börjesson
chief operating officer and vice president

coo column

confident about their technology lead in the field and

their position within the industry. I have been to five or six

global collaboration meetings, and I have never heard the
executives
be so optimistic
andphones
positivetoabout
Ericsson’s
in the transition
from feature
smartphones
and smart
mobiletodevices,
user perceptions of a
position
compared
their competitors.
service provider’s network quality have never been
more critical. in building quality networks, operators
The
overall refrain was “Superior Network Performance”
must ensure their networks are truly smart, simple,
– this
is theand
key deliver
differentiator
forperformance.
the operators to get better
scalable,
superior

earnings, and for Ericsson to sell at a higher price. Ericsson
defines the “superior network” by the following factors:
figure 4. characteristics of a Superior Network

Alexey Stoletny
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Slide title figure 1. Global Smartphones, mobile pcs and tablets Subscriptions
44 pt
figure 1. Global Smartphones, mobile pcs and tablets Subscriptions

And also by the following end-user expectations:
++ Convenience

Text and bullet level 1
minimum 24 pt

++ Immediacy

Bullets level 2-5
minimum 20 pt

++ Simplicity
++ Reliability
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First on stage was Johan Wiberg, the Head of BU Networks.

ΆΈΉΊΌΎΏΐΑΒΓΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΪΫΆΈΉΊΰαβγδε
ЁЂЃЄЅІЇЈЉЊЋЌЎЏАБВГДЕЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЦЧШ
ЩЪЫЬЭЮЯАБВГДЕЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЦЧШЩЪЫЬЭ
ЮЯЁЂЃЄЅІЇЈЉЊЋЌЎЏѢѢѲѲѴѴҐҐəәǽẀẁẂẃẄẅỲỳ№

After a recap of the last few years, focusing on the world
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financial crisis and competitors, he talked about Ericsson’s
Do not add objects or

text in the footer area
achievements in these years, as well as what they will
focus
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on (see the table below).
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achieved goals

remaining goals

Reestablished market share

Reach double digit margin (>10%)

BU Networks cornerstones are moving forward with:

Outperform competitors

Market growth

++ Commercial excellence

Supplying Superior Network
Performance

Monetize on end-to-end
knowledge

2 ERICSSON Why Superior NetWork performaNce matterS

Increased portfolio
Technology generation
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++ Cost adaptations
++ Double Digit Operational Margin
Meanwhile, BU Networks means to monetize on the

Wiberg also elaborated on Ericsson’s strong technological

position through:

advantage over competitors, tying in with Superior Network

++ Technical leadership

Performance. He especially emphasized that he never needs

++ Business mix

to go to meetings anymore to handle technical complaints

++ Scale

from the customers. Instead, he gets a very strong feedback

++ Lean (reduce waste)

on the performance of Ericsson’s systems!

++ Agile

The growth of smartphones is driving the traffic volume in
like us on facebook

++ Operational effectiveness

the networks (see figure). Video is the biggest contributor
to traffic volumes. Therefore, the Superior Network

++ Supply efficiency
++ Design-to-cost (A process to design a product or service
to an optimum cost-to-value ratio)

Performance is key for the operators to achieve good service

Answering questions from the audience, Wiberg said about

for the consumer, and hence grow their market share.

Ericsson regaining its position from competitors in China that
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Figure 1: Online service use preference on different devices

the honeymoon with the operators is over for Huawei and
ZTE. Now, they have to deliver what they have promised.

30%

USA

Business Management, who spoke about markets in various
regions, Hannes Mendelius, Manager of HW Technologies,
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sWEDEN

Smartphone user
Mobile phone user

Tunér, from Bnet Market & Communication, talking about

Tablet user

Cloud computing, a hot topic at Ericsson at the moment.

JAPAN

by Jeanette Irekvist, Operational Head of Ericsson
fashion and macro”.
Ericsson ConsumerLab studies people’s behaviors and
products and services. They do interviews with about

39%
35%

46%
22%
37%
28%
35%

Smartphone user

Tablet user

AUSTRALIA

Smartphone user

53%

37%

23%
29%
31%

62%

18%
51%
21%
39%

Mobile phone user

I use all my devices for all my online services

53%

35%

Mobile phone user

One of the most intriguing presentations was given
ConsumerLab, on the ten consumer trends in 2013 “between

48%

27%

Tablet user

presenting about in-depth technology trends, and Jesper

values, including the way they act and think about ICT

Sergo Kanchaveli

Smartphone user
Mobile phone user

Other speakers included Henrik Högberg Head of Global

coo column

51%

Tablet user

33%
I use a specific device for each online service

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab Analytical Platform 2012
Study base: Users of respective devices, aged 15-69
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Online service use preference on different devices

100,000 individuals each year in more than 40 countries
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and 15 megacities, statistically representing the views of
1.1 billion people. According to them, the overall trends
affecting telecom and society are the following:

Cloud reliance
Apps and data areavailable on multiple
devices, which reshapes device needs.

Consumers who use tablets or smartphones
used for messaging, the Xbox for games, th
know
thehand
benefit–ofsubject
having access
to all
online
music
and the
one
to the
flow
of events asforwe
stand
in laptop
a for email and brow
services on all devices. Services like Facebook,
and smartphone users appreciate the
email,
browsing,line,
games,
music,
photos and apps
shopping
talk
to someone
at a café, orTablet
run
betweenof having the same apps a
and
convenience
can be used from any connected device,
seamlessly available through the cloud on m
depending
on
the
situation.
buses during the commute.
devices. As a result, products aimed at the
On the other hand, users of traditional mobile phones
market – from cars to cameras – increasing
are more prone to use specific devices for specific
access to the internet, as devices without c
services. The desktop PC may be used for internet
are becoming difficult to use for those who
banking and for price comparisons, with the phone
access all services seamlessly on all device

Bring your own broadband to work

A phenomenon that is very common in developing countries

2 ERICSSON CONSUMERLAB 10 HOT CONSUMER TRENDS 2013

with less trusty, fixed infrastructure.
like us on facebook
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Computing for a scattered mind
Instead of sitting at a work desk and completing tasks, there

City dwellers go relentlessly mobile

has been a shift in favor of a computing paradigm where

Mobile network coverage is essential, as consumers of

things are handled on the spur of the moment and with

all ages use their smartphones to stay connected all day.

100%

ceo overview
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Smartphone
apps are based primarily on mobility, and their
80%

Learning in transformation

popularity is transforming the way we use the internet.

When young people are at school and college, they bring
To update myself on what is

60%

their personal technology
experience
the classroom.
happening
around into
the world

40%
Cities
become hubs for social creativity

City 20%
dwellers exchange more ideas and are more up-to-date
k contributors K

with friends on social networks. City center dwellers have an
0%

interestswant
and hobbies
Governments and institutions
to save money and be
To keep my friends, family and other
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on my life educational
more efficient, while, at contacts
the same
time, ensuring
To stay up-to-date with what my friends,

quality and competitiveness.
family and other contacts are doing
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average of 260 friends online – significantly more than people

To connect and
exchange
ideas
This way, students are becoming
a major
force
for change.
with other users who share similar

in suburban areas who have an average of 234. City dwellers
C
IT
Y

also spend a full 45 minutes socializing online every day.
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Other reasons
To inform myself on what is
going on in the city
For business networking

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab City Life Report 2012
Study base: Internet users in 13 major cities, aged 15-69

In-line shopping

Merges the online and in-store shopping experience.
Shoppers want to be able to see, touch, and try products,
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Women drive business for smartphone
(more than men)

Personal Social Security Networks
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Figure 7: Saving community structure
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personal networks and communities. Consumers often
gather in online networks with a common interest, in
the same way that consumers in countries where
People in city centers spend twice as much time
bank structures are not fully implemented gather
with friends as people in rural areas. Perhaps as a
in private ‘saving communities’.
result, they also love to use online social networks.
City
center
dwellers
have
average
260other
friends
Using
online
networks
to an
pool
moneyofand
online
–
significantly
more
than
people
in
suburban
resources has also become more common, through
whoscale,
have and
an average
of cooperation.
234. City
dwellers
also
Onareas
a global
female
smartphone
owners
are more
crowd-funding
collective
spend a full 45 minutes socializing online every day.
active
than men when using SMS. 77% of women send and
In addition, online tools give the individual the
But
it’s
not allto59%
about
catching
up
with friends
opportunity
build
different
personal
spheres
and
receive
photos,
use
social networking,
24% and
use
apps
family.
12
percent
of
respondents
in
our
city
studynet
networks that serve a cause, as well as a safety
to say
check
at physical
locations,
and social
17% redeem
coupons
thatinof
the
main reason
for using
networks
in case
emergency.
Students
link up on
video chat
is
to
connect
and
exchange
ideas
with
others.
This
is
forum
ooVoo
to get homework done, and others are
using
their
smartphones.
the
third
most
common
reason
for
social
networking
using neighborhood networks such as Nextdoor to
among city dwellers, in effect turning cities into
immerse themselves in their local communities. In a
hubs for socially networked creativity. It is particularly
similar way, Linked-In is shaping up to be a serious
important in Tokyo, where as many as 38 percent
contender to the unemployment agency. Instead
consider exchange of ideas to be the most important
of writing lengthy
CVs,insome
now
prefer to send
out
Consumers
gather
online
networks
a common
reason foroften
social
networking.
This
numberwith
is also
140 character ‘twesumes’ on Twitter.
high ininBeijing,
Cairo
and
Seoul.
interest,
the same
way
that
consumers in countries where

make price comparisons and access extended product

DEPOS
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M
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THE THIRD
MOST COMMON
As a result of economic
turbulence,
trust in ACTIVITY
ON
SOCIAL
NETWORKING
SITES
traditional structures and authorities is decreasing
IS TO CONNECT AND ExCHANGE
and consumers are increasingly putting their trust in
IDEAS WITH OTHERS

MON

EY

bank
structures
not how
fully to
implemented
gather
in private
When
thinkingare
about
increase city
dweller
satisfaction with the social aspect of cities in the future,
“saving
communities”.
being able to better facilitate the creative exchange of
ideas on social networks could become very important.

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab M-Commerce in Sub-Saharan Africa Report, 2012
Saving
community
structure
Study base:
Qualitative study
in Sub-Saharan Africa

TV goes social

goes social
cover

information without having to wait in line to make a
purchase. In today’s networked society, people constantly

ceo overview

shift their attention between the physical world and the
internet.
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Figure 13: Activities engaged in at least once per week while watching TV or video content
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Browse internet

vities engaged in at least once per week while watching TV or video content
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Talk with others in the same room

Browse internet

Eat in front of the TV

th others in the same room

Use social forums (e.g. Facebook, Twitter)
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Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab TV & Video Consumer Trend Report 2012
Study base: Broadband users with at least weekly TV/video consumption,
aged 16-59 in US, UK, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan and China
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Activities we engage in at least once per week while watching TV or video content

62%

Watching different kinds of video content has always
Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab TV & Video Consumer Trend Report 2012
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TV goes social

62%

and video on smartphones happens outside the home.
Social behaviors enhance the overall TV and video
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ukraine

ceo overview

Euro 2012, Orange Revolution, and the gas question – these
are the things you most probably think of when hearing of

coo column

Ukraine these days. However, you only have to take a closer
look to discover a wonderful and impressive country with an

k contributors K

ancient history and an exciting present.

Vladimir Beck

The Center of Europe
Imagine a place where Western and Eastern Europe meet.

Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

Imagine a multinational and multicultural country, combining

Vladimir Beck
ceo
sigma ukraine

What’s the
talk of the town
in ukraine?

Western practicality with an Eastern hospitality, and you
might get something close to Ukraine and Ukrainians.
Located in the heart of Europe and being one of the largest
European countries, Ukraine has a population of nearly 46.5
million today. Ukrainians are considered to be one of the
most educated nations in the world – 79.4% of the population
has tertiary education; over 800 universities and colleges
are open for students. Ukraine’s schools of mathematics,
physics, and programming are well known. Nearly 60% of all
universities have graduates with majors in these disciplines.

Leader in IT Outsourcing
Ukraine has always been a pioneer in information technology
– the first universally programmable electronic computer in

like us on facebook

continental Europe was designed in Kiev in 1948.

all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

Ukrainian IT engineers are renowned for their holistic
approach due to education specifics, as well as a long
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Vladimir Beck
Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia

research and development tradition. They possess a creative,

centers – Kiev, Kharkov, Lvov, and Odessa – are great for

non-standard approach towards solving science-intense,

working and living.

sophisticated tasks. Another cornerstone is the capacity for
innovation – Ukrainian professionals always strive to grasp
and master skills in cutting edge technologies.

Sergo Kanchaveli

Mountains to Crimea, has always drawn tourists from all

growing pool of highly qualified specialists, relatively low

over the world. The charming architecture of old cities, a rich

rates, and a good command of English, over the last 10 years,

historical and cultural heritage, famous Ukrainian cuisine,

Ukraine has established itself as one of the world’s top ten

along with bright national traditions greet everyone who

IT outsourcing destinations, and has become a leader of the

comes to Ukraine.

field in Eastern and Central Europe. Dozens of global service
Ukraine as a critical part of their global footprint.
The country has a well-developed internet infrastructure, as
over 50% of the Ukrainian population has internet access.

Igor Lisakov

Ukraine was also ranked 8th in the list of countries with the

Alexander Sitnikov

As for the current political situation,

Alexey Stoletny

The diverse nature of Ukraine, from the Carpathian

With strong traditions of technical education, a steadily

businesses and hundreds of multinationals have choosen

Vladimir Chirva

Attractive Ukraine

fastest internet.

there are risks in doing business in
Ukraine, but the last decade's emerging
entrepreneurship opportunities
increasingly attract foreign investments
and global businesses. A number
of government initiatives have

like us on facebook

been introduced lately to support

all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

entrepreneurship and to promote the
Ukrainian IT industry. Major Ukrainian IT

Ukrainian people have a remarkable sense of humor; they
are often self-ironic and meet everyday troubles with a smile.
Ukrainians are considered to be hard workers, but they also
have a good taste for recreation.
Being a country with great opportunities, Ukraine always
gladly welcomes you.
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We founded the company in 2002, 11 years ago, and have
since enjoyed working with lots of different countries and

coo column

customers.
Our major markets now, as well as our customers, are

k contributors K

located in Sweden, the USA, and the UK, but also in

Vladimir Beck

Germany, Dubai, and Italy. We even had customers from
Australia, and visited over 30 countries in business trips

Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

through all these years. Our cooperation with Sigma started

Valery Krasovsky
COO
sigma ukraine

sigma ukraine
turns 11

in 2006, when we agreed with Niklas Malmros to start the
Stellent assignment in Belgium together, even before the
deal between Sigma and Eclipse SP (our original company
name) was signed. During our short conversation, we
realized that we are using the same approaches in our
consulting business and that we will enjoy working together.
We have approximately 70 consultants at Sigma Ukraine who
are currently working on Sigma Kudos assignments.
Our business domains, where we have a lot of experience,
are healthcare, finance, advertising, telecom, the
government sector, the automotive sector, aviation, and the
military sector. We deliver desktop and server applications,
as well as web portals and mobile applications to dozens of
customers over the globe. We use cutting edge technologies
and in 2012, we helped AT&T to partner with Microsoft,

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

and developed a set of brand new controls, which were
introduced at the launch of the new version of Microsoft
Visual Studio at the Microsoft headquarters in September
2012. We love challenges, and we don’t want to get bored!
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Vladimir Beck

We have two very nice offices for over 360 of our employees.

Our southern office is located in Odessa, the most romantic

Our headquarters are in Kharkov, which is located near

city in Ukraine at the Black Sea. Odessa has its unique

the Russian border of Ukraine; a very green city with nice

spirit and blend of cultures, which you won’t find anywhere

restaurants and many technical universities. The Kharkov

else in Ukraine. Sigma Ukraine offices are one of the best

office buildings are located in three places close to each

among IT companies in Odessa, with two floors and a stylish

other, where we work on five fully occupied floors that

interior. Currently, 35 people are working there. Odessa has

include offices and rest areas. It is considered the local

a magnificent architecture, fancy hotels, night clubs, resorts,

Silicon Valley, and it has been our home since the very

and, of course, the best restaurants in Ukraine.

beginning in 2002.
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Vladimir Chirva
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Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

like us on facebook
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Every great company has its own philosophy, main principles
that colleagues teach newbies. Our philosophy says:

ceo overview

“Handle customer like an only child”.

coo column

The rule sounds very simple, like all complex things. But what

k contributors K

stands behind it? What do you want for your only “child”?

Vladimir Beck

Probably to see your “child” be:
++ Well-educated

Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

++ Well-fed

Olesya Khokhoulia
deputy coo
Account Management, sigma ukraine

REMEMBER THE
PRINCIPLES?

++ Satisfied and happy
When having a lot of discussions with clients, you realize
that informal communications are equally or even more
important for the business than formal meetings. Trust and
chemistry are two major drivers to the signed agreement;
both are planted when you communicate informally.
Therefore, when our clients come to the Sigma Ukraine
premises, we always pay special attention to the informal
part of the visit. First, we ask what their preferences are,
trying to be open-minded and ready for any adventure the
client thinks of.

Remember the principles?
“The child” has to be well-educated. This is a major
responsibility of the delivery and business development
like us on facebook

managers. In a few days, the client has to know everything

all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

about Sigma Ukraine.
“The child” must be well-fed, satisfied, and happy.
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Vladimir Beck

During the past eleven years, we have had
many remarkable parties with our clients and
prospects. Usually, we go to some nice places
like “Dacha” or “Pushka” in Kharkov. The key
point: there must be something special about
these places. “Pushka”, for example, has many
antique artifacts. “Dacha” is a new place
designed by a well-known Ukrainian designer.
No-one can deny that Odessa is the

Valery Krasovsky

“Restaurant Queen” of Ukraine. As all port
cities, it has a unique blend of different cultures

Olesya Khokhoulia

and cuisines to welcome guests. One of Sigma
Ukraine’s old favorites is “Steak House” restaurant, located

Vladimir Chirva

on the main street of Odessa. It’s owned by the Ukrainian
restaurateur Saveliy Libkin, who is a very interesting

Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

Kiev is another interesting destination to invite clients to.
It has a full variety of nice places – fancy restaurants, rock
bars, and relaxing pubs.

entrepreneur and person. He has several famous restaurants

Of course, we have to mention the Ukrainian-style parties.

and cafés, each possessing its own incomparable style

All the cities have exquisite Ukrainian restaurants, which

and atmosphere. One of his restaurants, located in Prague,

our clients usually like a lot. And what’s not to like? Simple,

received a Michelin Star. He is the only restaurateur from

yet tasty food and drinks, as well as a fun and relaxing

Ukraine who got a star from Michelin. Recently, he has

atmosphere characterize them.

become a columnist for Forbes magazine.

When we plan the agenda, part of the time is reserved for

Interestingly, Sigma Ukraine had an informal connection with

city tours or interesting places to visit. For example, it can

Saveliy’s company, proving again that all good contacts are

be the Poltava War Museum, located 150 kilometers from

coming from informal talks and actions. Dmitry Vartanian,

our Kharkov office. Sigma Ukraine always gets high scores

Sigma Ukraine’s CFO and Board Member, has a blog where

for its hospitality. All the clients really feel like an only child,

he has posted his vision of the best Odessa restaurants.

and this philosophy helps us not only reach the goals, but to

Dmitry is an excellent photo artist. His story and photos

get the feeling of real satisfaction from meeting interesting

impressed Libkin, and he asked Dmitry to create the

people who work with us for many years and become our

promotion photos for one of his restaurants, called “Dacha”.

friends.
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I’ve been with Sigma Ukraine from the very beginning, from

k contributors K

old times when nobody even thought that our team would
turn into one of the five largest IT companies in our city. On

Vladimir Beck

May 10, we had the 11th anniversary of Sigma Ukraine playing
on the IT field. I can say that for all these 11 years we’ve had

Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

different times, and it has never been easy to run a business

Vladimir Chirva

in the competitive technology industry, but looking at what

development director
sigma ukraine

We started from a small team, basically from one telecom

Starting Small

we have now, I am confident that our hard work has paid off.

project for a Scottish customer, and now we have 360 bright
talents working on projects from more than 12 countries all
over the world on various fields of technology, such as .NET,
Java, Mobile, C++, graphic design, usability, and testing.
During these years, we’ve handled over 500 international
projects amounting to more than 2 million development
hours, and these numbers are getting larger every day.
Our customers come from different business areas, from
entertainment – such as gaming and advertising – to
complex business systems – such as banking, ECM, and
ERP –, and we are always happy to challenge ourselves

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

with learning new things. We have our development team
structured into technology divisions that makes it easier for
us to accumulate knowledge and to go deep into domain
specifics:
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EUROPE

USA

65%

30%

ceo overview
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Ukraine

2%

k contributors K
Asia

3%

Vladimir Beck
Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
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Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
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Anatoly
Kochetov

Sergo
Kanchaveli

Alexey
Stoletny

Ilona
Mazhnik

Vlad
Turevsky

Alexey Stoletny

Microsoft-based

Game development,

Mobile apps and

Need design and

Software Testing.

solutions, including

including one of our

games: Sigma

branded materials,

enterprise content

biggest projects in

Ukraine effectively

website design,

management software

cooperation with

employs every modern

corporate style or

and document man-

Sigma Kudos, for

mobile development

presentations? Ask

technology.

Sigma Ukraine Design

like us on facebook

agement systems, web SPIELO G2 (formerly

all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

portals, e-commerce,
and more!

Boss Media).

Department!

cover

I’m the Game Department Manager, and I’ve held this
position for over 9 years at Sigma Ukraine. The main

ceo overview

customer of our department is SPIELO G2, involving 50 of our
employees in its projects. However, we are constantly on the

coo column

lookout for new, interesting, and challenging opportunities in
the gaming area.

k contributors K

One such opportunity came in December 2011, and from the

Vladimir Beck

very start, it was clear that it’s going to be fun... and also very
difficult. We were to come up with an idea and then translate

Valery Krasovsky

it into a working product that would teach English, and still
have it function as a game; simple to play, but challenging

Olesya Khokhoulia

Sergo Kanchaveli

Vladimir Chirva

Department Manager
Game Development, Sigma Ukraine

The development of The Minnits is an entirely different

gamification:
game mechanics
for e-learning

beginning of the project, the professional writer on the

Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

enough to be fun.

endeavor from the development of established gambling
games for such big organizations as SPIELO G2. At the
customer’s side invented and described a unique game
world: The Kingdom of Minutia, which is a half-fantasy and
half-steam-punk world, inhabited by small, funny “Minnits”
folks. Then, we defined the main plot for the game and
identified protagonists and antagonists. The cornerstone
was the work of our artist, who was producing amazing art
concepts that fuelled our discussions at all stages of the
project, and provided a lot of hints helping us to define the
storyline, characters, and objects in the game. Meanwhile,

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

we were evaluating technologies and approaches to transfer
this into gameplay that is feasible for implementation.
The customer put in a lot of effort to review the sketches,
graphics, dialogs, and product demos with the target groups
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Vladimir Beck

to ensure that we were moving in the right direction. We
didn’t know in the beginning what we would get in the end,
but by invoking our creativity and carefully evaluating the
feasibility of various ideas we were steering the product in
the way we and the customer wanted it. We have adopted
the Scrum process, best suited for the flexible way of
development.
So this is how the The Minnits was created – a game
that makes everyone smile, and that features beautiful

Valery Krasovsky

graphics, funny dialogs, challenging combat, and character
upgrade mechanics. With our gambling games development

Olesya Khokhoulia

background, we couldn’t help putting a Slot Machine
in it too, albeit adapted for developing English listening

Vladimir Chirva

comprehension. This project is an example to me of how
you can tackle vagueness at the start by adopting the

Sergo Kanchaveli

right process, setting proper priorities, and steering the
development accordingly.

Igor Lisakov

I have a feeling that the area of Serious Games will be

Alexander Sitnikov

expanding, as they have proven themselves an effective and

Alexey Stoletny

will be able to build on the experience of developing The

enjoyable way of learning. I hope that we at Sigma Ukraine
Minnits game and that we’ll work on many new creative and
challenging projects.

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
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How did game development start at Sigma Ukraine?
How did you get involved?

ceo overview

It started in 2006, with two consultants from Sigma Ukraine,
called Eclipse SP at that time. So actually, our current team

coo column

of over 50 people started with Sergo Kanchaveli and myself.
Now, we are working on Casino, Bingo, Instant Games,

k contributors K

GMS, and Gaming Platform – basically, almost all SPIELO G2
product teams have people working for them in Ukraine.

Vladimir Beck

I know development teams are multi-site. How can
you use Agile?
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Igor Lisakov

Yes, all teams are multi-site. We tune teams’ configuration for
particular product specifics together with SPIELO G2. Also,

team lead/scrum master
Sigma Ukraine

we’re deeply involved in the customer support and service

AGILE CREATION OF
ONLINE GAMES

Basically, the decision to use Agile came from Boss Media.

processes of SPIELO G2, which also affects team setup.

A couple of years ago, Boss Media invited Henrik Kniberg,
the famous Agile guru, to set up a scrum-based development
process at Boss Media “from scratch”. We came to quite a
stable development process, which is now standard for the
whole of Boss Media, a part of SPIELO G2. Teams in Ukraine
just play by the common rules – we’re only geographically
distributed.
The basis for this process is the combination of distributed
scrum teams and a single product team, with common

like us on facebook
all information included in this newsletter is
internal, and is intended for internal sigma
group use only.

product management, infrastructure, tools, and scrum rituals.
Everything is absolutely transparent. Of course, each scrum
team sits in one room, participates in common planning,
meetings, discussing stories, and so on. It is very important
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Vladimir Beck
Valery Krasovsky
Olesya Khokhoulia
Vladimir Chirva
Sergo Kanchaveli
Igor Lisakov

that the team works as a whole, and we try to
use different practices to really achieve that.

What is the most interesting for you
about working on BM projects?
No doubt, it is the participation in the evolution
and successful product development as a part
of an international team, with everything that
implies: understanding the industry, knowing
customers and their needs, seeing “how it
works” on the customer’s side, knowing what
the trends in the industry are, and finally, being
aware of what we can do as a team to stay on
track.

How do you see Agile methodology, with
its pros and cons? How is it used in your
teams?
In the kind of product development we have

Alexander Sitnikov

with SPIELO G2, I think Agile is the only possible

Alexey Stoletny

in “small portions”, get customer feedback

way in the sense that you have to deliver fast,
as soon as possible, and correct the product
course. What is tricky with the planning is that
delivery projects for regulated customers are
quite massive, and we need to combine different

like us on facebook
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custom features in the same releases. However,
if you manage to separate the development of
core features from support, it works fine.
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According to Volvo Construction Equipment,
dealers who received training and a hands-

ceo overview

on session on Learning Management System
increased their market share by over 30%. The

coo column

results are very impressive. Volvo Construction
Equipment is extremely motivated in the further

k contributors K

system development, and now Minerva and Sigma
Ukraine are key suppliers of solutions in the area.

Vladimir Beck

Volvo Construction Equipment is a major international
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company that is developing, manufacturing, and marketing

Alexander Sitnikov

equipment for construction and related industries. It is a
large corporate organization with a globally dispersed dealer

senior project manager/account manager
Sigma Ukraine

network. Volvo CE needs to deliver high quality trainings

E-LEARNING FOR
MARKETING STAFF
BOOSTS MARKET SHARE

right people to attend trainings at central locations due

in the most effective and cost-efficient way possible. They
found that it was becoming increasingly difficult to get the
to time and cost constraints. An important driver was to
consolidate product training into one system, providing a
uniform learning solution.
Volvo CE selected TopClass, the flagship product of WBT,
as the platform to develop and deliver a global e-learning
solution to provide sales, service, and product training to
their worldwide dealer network.
According to Volvo Construction Equipment, dealers who

like us on facebook
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group use only.

received training on Learning Management System along
with a hands-on session increased their market share by
over 30%. The results are very impressive.
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With the provided solution, Volvo CE executed a successful

from a three-day instructor-led training course to a three-

pilot, during which over 10,000 training courses were

hour online course for each of their seven product lines.

delivered to 1,000 students around the world. The solution
targeted new sales training, and the objective was to quickly
get new hires comfortable with selling by using 30 hours of
on-line training.

Volvo CE and Minerva have signed a cooperation agree
ment regarding the further development of Learning
Management Systems. The agreement meant that Minerva
further develops what Volvo CE uses today to support the
implemented organizational changes.

Vladimir Beck

Minerva was looking for strong skills in ETL processes, MS
SQL, and HTML development, as well as the ability to learn

Valery Krasovsky

script languages to be later converted into the experience in
Learning Management Solutions developed on top of WBT’s

Olesya Khokhoulia

TopClass platform.

Vladimir Chirva
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Sergo Kanchaveli
According to Volvo CE, the response to the solution was

Igor Lisakov
Alexander Sitnikov
Alexey Stoletny

exceedingly positive from the dealer network, with learners
on average giving the solution 89% for ease of understanding
and 91% for relevancy to their job. Over 60% of students gave
the solution 100% for relevancy.
In the US, all new sales people and approximately 70% of the
total retail sales staff are currently taking the training, which

like us on facebook
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lasts, on average, six months. In addition to the dealer net-

Minerva and Sigma met in Ukraine and set up a fruitful

work, the new system is also being rolled out internally within

collaboration where Minerva focused on Volvo CE’s needs

Volvo CE to over 400 sales and marketing staff for regular

and requirements, while Sigma Ukraine is working on the

sales and marketing product training. Using the provided so-

LMS implementation.

lution, Volvo CE was able to reduce introductory training time
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Mobile devices are all around us, and they keep invading our
lives. In fact, you are now 43% likely to be reading this text

ceo overview

from a smartphone, which, according to the source of this
figure, was only 10% two years ago. But it is not only email

coo column

that people get to use on the phones: AppStore recently
served its 50 billionth app, and there is 21.4 million more
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Android phones shipped in Q1 2013 than in Q1 2012 according
to IDC reports.

Vladimir Beck

No matter what, the software you create today will be
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wanted on mobile devices, so if you haven’t planned for

Alexey Stoletny
department mananger
mobile & web solutions, Sigma Ukraine

MOBILE TRENDS

optimizing your website or you are only creating a desktop
configuration tool for an enterprise client, it is a good time
to consider a mobile app. Also, there is room for that: with
recent high-speed LTE internet connection and CPUs that
double their predecessors’ performance, we can bring more
and more apps towards smartphones and tablets.
Truth be told, it sounds pretty obvious these days, but it is
amazing to see how many websites are still not optimized

Alexander Sitnikov

for viewing on mobile devices and how much software is

Alexey Stoletny

letting people do things that apparently can’t be done on a

still desktop-only. Bringing stuff from desktop to mobile and
mobile device now is the way forward.
As businesses are going to rush for new apps, our challenge
is to help as many companies as possible to do this quickly
with limited resources. Going mobile isn’t always easy,

like us on facebook

as you have a whole multitude of options: should you just

all information included in this newsletter is
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create a responsive design for your site, or should you
create a series of native apps? Can you utilize cross-platform
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technologies with your business, and
how do you cut migration expenses
without losing quality and attraction?
In response to the mobile challenge,

k contributors K

we’ve recently launched a new service
for our customers at Sigma Ukraine: a

Vladimir Beck

team of mobile design and development
experts will analyze customers’

Valery Krasovsky

business and turn around a costeffective mobile migration strategy.

Olesya Khokhoulia

One of our US-based customers who
benefits from this service is about to

Vladimir Chirva

launch their first app, and apart from
development, we have taken it from the

Sergo Kanchaveli

concept of how to get there quickly to
the long-term plan of how to transfer

Igor Lisakov

more and more of their services to
mobile devices seamlessly with the

Alexander Sitnikov

least investment.

Alexey Stoletny

So, if 2010 through 2012 has already
turned everything to be mobile,
2013 through 2015 will turn literally
everything into a mobile app. Watch
out!
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